Export Control Laws are complex federal regulations to protect the United States and its interests that govern how information, technology & commodities are:

- transmitted overseas to anyone (including U.S. citizens)
- or to foreign nationals in the U.S.

Export Control Laws apply to activities at HSC when publication of research results is restricted for:

- who may participate in the research activity or
- confidential or proprietary information

Export regulations may apply when research is conducted outside the U.S., or a presentation is made outside the U.S., and may govern how research equipment is used at HSC or abroad.

In order for HSC to remain compliant, we must all remain cautious when:

1. Shipping or transferring items or information outside of the U.S.
2. Traveling Abroad on HSC business or with university items
3. Engaging with foreign persons or entities

Education Resources: [CITI – Introduction to Export Compliance](#)

For additional information and guidance, please contact International Compliance Officer Monte Cason at monte.cason@unthsc.edu or 817-735-0145.